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L. ALAYNE PARSON

ABSTRACT. Certain generalized Kloosterman sums connected with con-

gruence subgroups of the modular group and suitably restricted multiplier systems

of half-integral degree are studied.  Then a Fourier coefficient estimate is obtained

for cusp forms of half-integral degree on congruence subgroups of the modular

group and the Hecke groups G(\/2) and G(\/T).

1

1.1. Generalized Kloosterman sums.  In [18] H. Petersson studied certain

generalized Kloosterman sums connected with congruence characters on congru-

ence subgroups of the modular group. In [8] M. I. Knopp and J. R. Smart ex-

amined the same sums except now connected with multiplier systems of half-

integral degree on the full modular group. In this section we extend the results

of H. Petersson, M. I. Knopp, and J. R. Smart to Kloosterman sums W{c, n, ju, v, T)

connected with suitably restricted multiplier systems of half-integral degree on

congruence subgroups of the modular group and obtain

(1.1) W{c, n, u, v, D = 0{cx'2+e)

for each e > 0 where the constant involved is independent of p.

Let r(l) denote the homogeneous modular group, that is, the group of all

2x2 matrices with rational integer entries and determinant one. For a positive

integer N, the principal congruence subgroup of level N is defined by

r(iV) = {ME r(l): M = ±7 (mod AT)}

where the congruence is elementwise. T(iV) is normal and of finite index in T(l).

A subgroup T of T(l) is called a congruence subgroup of level N if F{N) C T and

N is minimal with respect to this property.

Let T be a subgroup of finite index with -/ G I\ A mapping v from T into
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the complex numbers of absolute value one which satisfies vi-I) = (-1/ and the

"consistency condition" (1.2) is called a multiplier system for T of degree -r, r

a real number.

(1.2) uiMxM2)ic3z + d3Y = uiMx)viM2)icxM2z + dx)\c2z + dj

for z in the upper half plane H,MX,M2 G T with

Mi=('        ).     '=1.2.   and   MXM2 = ( Y
V,   dil V3   d3)

Here M2z = ia2z + b2)Hc2z + d2). In order to fix the branch of (cz + dj for

r nonintegral, for any complex number r and real s we set Is = |r|s exp(i's arg f)

with -it < arg t < 7r. When r is an integer, (1.2) reduces to «(Mjil/j) =

u(Mx)viM2); and u is a character on I\

Set S = (¿   } ). For T of finite index, there exists a smallest positive integer

X such that Sx = (¿  \) is in T. Given a multiplier system u on T, k is defined

by »j(5x) = e(K), 0 < k < 1, where we are using the notation e(z) = e2niz. Also,

from (1.2) we have

(1.3) uiSxM) = uiSx)uiM)   and   u(M5x) = viM)uiSx)

for any M G T.

Now let u be a multiplier system of half-integral degree —r = -s/2, s an

integer. Set u = 4(-r/2 - I~r/2|) where IxJ is the greatest integer less than or

equal to x. Then u = 0, 1, 2, or 3 according as -s = 0, 1, 2, or 3 (mod 4). Let

u2 denote the multiplier system for rfxiz), a modular form of degree xh. Then,

for any M E T, we may write

(1.4) uiM) = uxiM)v^iM)

where Uj is a character on T of degree 2[-r/2]. If nx and k2 are given by

ü|.(iS'x) = «(«,), 0 < k¡ < 1, i = 1, 2, we have k=kx+ uk2 (mod 1). Since it

is well known that e(«2) = e(-X/24),

(1.5) 24k = 24k j    (modi).

We come now to the definition of the generalized Kloosterman sums

Wie, n, p, u, T). Let t; be any multiplier system for T. Let c be a positive integer

such that Q *) G T and Die) = {d: (* ¿) G T and 0 < d < cX}. For any in-

tegers p and n and any M = (¡¡. d) E Y with lower row (c, d),

(1.6) Wie, n, p, u, T) =    Z     ü\M)e(^-[in + K)a + ip + K)d]).
dSD(c) VCA /
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When T = r(/V) and v = 1, (1.6) becomes the original sum introduced by H. D.

Kloosterman in [5]. Let

g{a, b,c,d)= i\M)e(Jj¡-[{n + n)a + {¡i + K)d]).

It follows easily from (1.3) that

(1.7) g{a +c\,b+d\,c,d)= g{a, b, c, d),

and

(1.8) gia, aX + b,c,c\+d) = g{a, b, c, d).

(1.7) implies that W{c, n, ¡i, v, T) does not depend on the specific choice of a

and b for M in T with lower row (c, d).

For later use we record here an estimate on certain related sums which

were studied by Malyshev [11]. Let

x {moà q);xm (moAL);{x,q)=l V/   \      H       /

where u, v, and / are integers; a is a positive integer; r is an odd positive integer

dividing q; L is a positive integer dividing q; and x' is any integer for which xx' =

1 (mod a). Also, {xfr) is the Jacobi symbol. Then

(1.9) \Kr{u, v; I, L; q)\ <A{e)qx>2+e miniVÖTi), Vow)}

for each e > 0 where A{e) is a constant depending only on e.

12.   Congruence characters.    To obtain a nontrivial estimate for

W{c, n, u, v, T) we take T to be a congruence subgroup and v a multiplier system

of half-integral degree. In addition, given the decomposition of v in (1.4), we

assume that Uj is a congruence character, that is, that the kernel of ux is a con-

gruence subgroup. It is well known that there are only twelve characters on T(l).

The six with vi-T) = 1 aie identically one on T(6) and are thus congruence char-

acters. The question of the existence of congruence characters on proper con-

gruence subgroups is examined in

Theorem 1.1. All congruence characters on a congruence subgroup T of

levelN,N>l,are identically one on T{R) where

Q) =il2N2l{N,12)   if N is odd,

i24N2IQV,12)   if N is even.

Therefore, the number of congruence characters on T is 1= |r/r(/?)/(r/r(J?))'|

where (T/r(i?))' denotes the commutator subgroup of T/r(Ä); and for each of

these characters v, t/ = 1.
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Proof. Let u be a congruence character with kernel K. Then since T' C

K C T, in R. A. Rankin's terminology, K is a lattice congruence subgroup of T.

A. W. Mason [13] has shown that the level of K divides R where R is given by

(1.10) so that K D T(i?). Since u was arbitrary, all congruence characters are

identically one on r(/?). It is now clear that the group of congruence characters

is isomorphic to the group of characters of T/r(iR); and since the number of

characters on r/r(7?) is /, the proof is complete.

Remarks.   1. Using the results of M. Newman and J. R. Smart [15], [16]

on modulary groups and McQuillan's classification [14] of normal congruence

subgroups, it is possible to calculate the number of characters on TiN) which are

1 on r(fc/V), k a positive integer. It then follows that T(R) is the largest principal

congruence subgroup on which all congruence characters of r(/V) are 1 and that

the number of such characters is 12N3HN, 12) if TV is odd, 48W3/(A/, 12) if

N=2otN=0 (mod 4), and 96A/3/(./V, 12) if N = 2 (mod 4), N > 2.

2. It is also interesting to note that although there are infinitely many

characters on TiN),N> 2, which take values that are roots of unity, only finite-

ly many of these are congruence characters.

1.3. Reduction of Wie, n, p, u, T).   Wie, n, p, u, T) is now reduced to a

finite sum of sums which can be estimated by (1.9). The method of reduction is

due to H. Petersson [18] who used it while studying Wie, n, p, u, T) when u was

a congruence character.

Let T be of level N. Then, since SN E T, there exists a positive integer h

such that N = AX. Also, since ux is a congruence character, ux = 1 on r(127V2).

Therefore, 1 = uxiSl2Jv2) = uxiSx)l2NH = eil2Nhtix); and 12Nhnx is an integer.

It now follows from (1.5) that 24Nhn is an integer. From (1.8) we have

(1.11) 24NhWic,n,p,u,D=        Z        ̂ M^Ín2 )
d<ED(24Nhc) \   ^uy     /

where m = 24Nhn + 24Nhn and w = 24Nhp + 24Nhn are integers.

We next note that T has the coset decomposition

//24JV» 24Nh
(1.12) T=   Z      Z  SktKsTi24N2)

s=i     r=i

where f(24JV2) = {ME r(l): M = I (mod 24N2)},1= |T: f(24/V2)|, and the

Kg, s = 1,..., l/24Nh, are elements of T which have distinct lower rows modulo

24N2. Set

y* V
It then follows from (1.12) that the pair (e, d) is a lower row for an element in

*, = (
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T if and only if (c, d) = 1 and c = ys,d = 8s (mod 24/V2) for some s. This fact

together with (1.7) and (1.12) allows us to rewrite (1.11) as

t/24Nh 24cN2 /m„ 4. wa\

24NhW{c,n,u,v,D=    £'     Z* *M^¿cW)
s=l       d=l v '

where the prime on the outer sum indicates that we are summing over only those

s for which ys = c (mod 24N2) and the inner sum is restricted by the conditions

M = Ks (mod 24/V2), {c, d) = 1, and d s 8S (mod 24N2). For notational con-

venience set

10   if w is even,

1   if u is odd.

By (1.4) v may be written as y = v1v2~pvP,. Since v"~p is a character of T(l)

and since T(l)' D F(12) [9], vxv^-p =■ 1 on F(24/V2). We then have

//24JVA 24ciV2 ,mn   .  ^f,.

24NhW=   Z'   vxiKs)v"2-p(Ks)   Z*   VWßSEr)
(1.13) " " V '

//24JVft
=   Z'   Wi<W»W-

s=l

We next note that if

where t and r are integers and ß's = ßs + t8s + r{as + tys), then by (1.3)

(1.14) W{K'S) = ms^ms^^^jwiK,).

The summation conditions on W{K'S) are equivalent to (e, d) = 1, a = a's, d = 8's

(mod 24/V2), and ad=l + ß'sc (mod 24cN2). Since {as, ys) = 1, we may choose

integers ts and rs so that rs{cxs + tsys) = ~ßs~ tsys (mod 24N2), that is, so that

&s = 0 (mod 24JV2). For this choice of t and r the summation conditions on

W{K'S) become (d, 24cN2) =l,d = 8's (mod 24<V2), and ad = 1 (mod 24dV2).

Setting

e{qs) = ̂ {K^-PiKJv'is'WiS'yÇ "j^' ).

we find from (1.13) and (1.14) that

//24JV/I

(1-15) 24NhW=   Z' «Ö,)WÖO
s=l
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where

(1.16) WW-TVK^)
24cAT2

z
d=l

with the summation conditions id, 24cN2) = 1, ad = 1 (mod 24cN2), and

</ = «; (mod 247V2).

1.4. Proof of (1.1).

Theorem 12. Zef r 6e a congruence subgroup of level N with multiplier

system u = uxu2, u = 4(-r/2 - l~r/2J), of half-integral degree -r. Ifux isa

congruence character, then

(1.1) Wic,n,p,u,r) = Oic1'2+e)

for each e > 0 where the constant involved is independent of p.

Proof.  When u is even, p = 0 and WiK's) is a classical Hoosterman sum

which carries the famous estimate of H. Salié [22] and A. Weil [27].

HK) = Oii24cN2)ll2+emin{y/im, 24cN¿), V(w, 24cN¿)}) = 0(c1/2+€).

For a recent elementary proof of this estimate see S. A. Stepanov [26]. Since

the constant here depends on T, e, and m = 24Nhin 4- k), (1.1) follows from

(1.15).
When u is odd, p = 1 ; and we make use of the following explicit expression

for u2 (see, for instance, [7, p. 51] ). For M = (£ a)E T(l), c, d > 0,

(í)e (h[(a+¿)c ~M(c2 " !) ~ 3c])   tf C fa odd'

(1.17)   »,00 = j^c ^ + ̂  _ M(£Î _ 0 + w . 0 _ 3^

if c is even.

If c is odd, substituting (1.17) into (1.16) gives

WiK's) = e(- c/8)tfc(w + c27V2, m + c2N2; S's, 24N2; 24cN2)

in A. V. Malyshev's notation. By (1.9) we conclude that

WiK's) = Oii24cN2)ll2+e min{(w + c2N2, 24cN2)l¡2, im + c?N2,24CN2)1'2})

= Oic1'2+e)

where, as before, the constant is independent of p.

If c is even, substituting (1.17) into (1.16) gives

2

WiK) = ei- 1/8) 'Z  (|)^2¿^ [(m + °2N2)a + iw + 3df2 ~ 2c2N2^
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with the summation conditions (d, 24cN2) = 1, ad = 1 (mod 24cN2), d = 8's

(mod 24N2). Now write c = 2*cx ,{cx,2)= l,t>l. By quadratic reciprocity

ic/d) = tlf*2-^f\-lp-l^-l>l4(d/ex).

Since d = 8's (mod 8) and (5¿, 8) = 1, we have

W{Ki) = E{s, c)Kciw + 6cN2 - 2c2JV2 - 3ccxN2, m + c2N2;

8's,24N2;24cN2)

where

e{{Cl -2)/8) ifS; = ±l (mod 8),

e{{cx - 2 - 4i)/8)   if 8's = ±3 (mod 8).

By (1.9) W{K'S) = 0(c*/2+6) where, as usual, the constant is independent of ju.

For u odd, the estimate on W now follows from (1.15); and the proof of the

theorem is complete.

Remarks.   By Theorem 1.1 only finitely many multiplier systems of a

fixed degree -r satisfy the conditions of Theorem 1.2. As special cases of Theo-

rem 1.2 we have the estimates of M. I. Knopp, J. R. Smart, and H. Petersson.

1.5. Cusp form Fourier coefficient estimate. Since W{c, n, ¡i, v, T) does

arise naturally in the theory of modular forms, we conclude this section with an

application of Theorem 1.2 to the estimation of the Fourier coefficients of mod-

ular cusp forms. For T of finite index in T(l), a function F, regular in H, satis-

fying

(1.18) F{Mz) = v{M){cz + djF{z)

for all M = (£ ¿) G r, where v is a multiplier system of real degree -r, is called

a cusp form if yr/2\F{x + yi)\ is bounded in H. It then follows that F has a

Fourier expansion of the form

(1.19) F{z)=    Z    wi^V^X     xrnz>0.
n+K>Q        \      A        /

It is the coefficients an which are estimated in

Theorem 13. Let F be a cusp form with Fourier expansion (1.19) on a

congruence subgroup T with multiplier system v of half-integral degree -r, r>

5/2. As usual, write v = Uju", « = 4(-r/2 - ff-r/2]]). Then, ifvx is a congru-

ence character,

an = 0{nr/2-xl*+e)   asn^~,

for any e > 0.

E{s, c) =
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Proof. It is well known that, since r>2,F can be expressed as a finite

linear combination of Poincaré series Gmiz, -r, u, V), m an integer, m + k > 0.

The /2th Fourier coefficient of Gmiz, -r, u,T)h [10, p. 298]

cn - 25W(n + — (^ j Zo c 'Wie, m, n, u, V)

T     (4Tt\Jjm + k)(« + k)\

J'-l\ cX /

where Jr_xix) is a Bessel function and 2^>0 indicates that the sum is over all

positive c such that Q *) E T. From Theorem 1.2 we have \Wic, m, n, u, T)| <

Axc1^2+e where Ax is a constant independent of n. For Jr_xix),x > 0, we have

[17] /r_i(x) <^42 min ix7-1, x-1'2} where y42 is a constant depending only

on r. Together these estimates give cn = 0(«r/2-1'4+e); and the theorem is

proved.

Remark.   For an excellent summary of other methods of obtaining Fourier

coefficient estimates for modular cusp forms, known results, and conjectures, see

A. Selberg [24].

2

2.1. The Hecke groups Gis/2) and G(yß).  In [3] E. Hecke introduced an

infinite class of discrete groups G(Kq) of linear fractional transformations preserv-

ing H-  Gi\q) is the group generated by 5Taz = z + \q and Tz = -\fz where

\ — 2 cosiit/q), q an integer, q>3. When q = 3, we have the modular group.

When q = 4 or 6, the resulting groups are G(\/2) and G(\/3~). These two groups

are of particular interest since they are the only Hecke groups, aside from the

modular group, whose elements are completely known. For this reason, many of

the classical results on the modular group have been generalized to G(\/2) and

C(\/5). (See, for instance, J. R. Smart [25] and J. Raleigh [20].) In §3 we

shall extend the circle method for estimating the Fourier coefficients of modular

cusp forms to the groups G(\/2~) and G(\/3).

For notational convenience, let m stand for 2 or 3. To each linear fraction-

al transformation z' — iaz + ß)/iyz + 5) in Giy/m) we associate the two matrices

Cy s) and C£ Zf) and denote the resulting matrix group by Giy/m). We then have

that Giy/m) is generated by S^7" = (¿ v^) and T = (9, ~¿). In addition, it is

known [4], [28] that G(y/m) consists of the set of all elements of the following

two types:

(0 (¿VST 6>£")' a> b,c,dE Z, ad - mbc = 1, and

(ii) («xAtT aj_)tafb,c,dEZ,mad-bc = l.

Those of type (i) are called even whereas those of type (ii) are called odd. Since
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G{y/m) is a subgroup of SL{2, Z[y/m] ), it is natural to define its principal con-

gruence subgroups by

rmiN + Ry/m) = {ME G{s/m): M=±I (modN + Ry/iñ)}

where N + Ry/m is a nonzero element of Z[y/m] and the congruence is element-

wise. It is clear that rmiN + Ry/m) is normal in G{y/m) and of finite index.

Theorem 2.1. LetM= Q.^ i"f") be in G{y/m).   Then M E

rm(iV + Ry/m) if and only if

a = d = ±1   (mod \N2 - R2m\J{N, R)),

b = c = 0   (mod |A/2 - R2m\/{N, Rm)).

Proof. The result is immediate once we note that the smallest positive

integer in the ideal generated by N 4- Ry/mvci Z[y/m] is \N2 -R2m]/{N, R) and

that if p is the smallest positive integer such that py/m is in the ideal generated

by N + Ry/m, then p = \N2 -R2mV{N, Rm).

This simple theorem has a remarkable number of corollaries which are

collected in

Corollary 2.1.   (i) The group of even elements in G{y/m) is rm{y/m).

(ii) IfN + Ry/m is a nonunit with {N, Rm) = 1, then the group of even

elements in Tm{N + Ry/m) is Vm{W2 -R2m\).

(iii) IfN + Ry/m is such that (AT, Rm) > 1, then Tm{N + Ry/m) contains

only even elements and

Tm C^^"1')        when (N, Rm) = {N, R),

rm(A/ + /?v^)= 2'_ 2

rm(*%v-y >/w)   when CV, Rm) = m{N, R).

Remarks.   It is clear from Corollary 2.1 that the principal congruence

subgroups reduce to three basic types; Tw(iV), rm{Ry/m), where N and R are

positive integers, and TmiN + Ry/m) where {N, Rm) = 1. Since both rm{N),

N > 1, and rm{Ry/m) contain only even elements, Theorem 2.1 gives an alter-

nate definition of these groups.

Theorem 22.  LetM = C^ djL.) be in G{y/m).   Then M G

rm(AT + Ry/iñ) where (N, Rm) =1 if and only if

(2.1) b = c = 0   and   a = d = ±d0   (mod \N2 - R2m\)

where d0 = UqW + u0R and («0, v0)is a fixed solution to uN + vmR = -1.
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Proof.   If M G Tm(A/ + Ry/m), it is clear that b and c are multiples of

\N2 - R2m\. In addition, there exist integers u and u such that d\/m + 1 =

(t/ + u\fm)(N 4- i?\/m) or d = uR + uN and +1 = ic/V + umiî. Since all solutions

(«, u) of «TV + umR = -1 are of the form u = u0- tmR and u = u0 + tN where

í is an integer, d = ±d0 (mod l/V2 -R2m\); Similarly,

a = d = ± d0 (mod \N2 ~ R2m\);

and (2.1) is verified.

Now let M be an odd element of G(?Jm) satisfying (2.1). Without loss of

generality, we may assume that a = d = d0 (mod \N2 -R2m\). It is clear that

b = c = 0 (mod N + R\/m). Also, there exists an integer t such that d = dQ +

t(N2 - R2m) = (u0 + tN)N + (u„ - tmR)R. If we set u = u0 + tN and u =

w0 - tmR, then uN + umR = -1 and dy/m - 1 = (m + i7\/m)(7V" + /?Vm). The

same argument then shows that a\Jm = 1 (mod N + R\fm) so that M = I

(mod W 4- i?\/w); and M G r^N + Ry/m).

Remarks.   1. TmiN + R\fm), iN, Rm) = 1, does contain odd elements.

Since md2Q = 1 + iu\m - Uq)ÍN2 - R2m), if we set / = v\m - u\, then

(d0\fm - td0iN2 - R2mWm   t - tmdl\

N2 -R2m d0y/m  )

belongs to TmiN + Rs/in).

2. From Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 we have that T2iR\/2) = T2(R) whenever

R is odd, rm(2Vm) - Tm(2), and Tm(A/ + Ry/m) = rmiN' + R'y/m~) whenever

iN, Rm) = iN', R'm) = 1 and [N2 ~R2m\ = |A/'2 -R'2m\.

2.2.  The index of the principal congruence subgroups.

Theorem 2.3.   \G(y/m) : Tm(2)| = 4m. ForN>2,

f

|G(V»T):rM(rV)i

N3\l(l-\\ ifiN,m)=l,

PIN \       P   )

6-¿V3     II     (l-ji)   if(N,m)-m.
\      m)        vlN;p±m \       P /

Proof.   For convenience we introduce the group

rm(A/) ={M€ G(Vw): M =- / (mod A0>.

Since fm(2) = Tm(2) and |rm"(^0 : fm(AOI = 2 when N > 2, it suffices to deter-

mine \G(y/m) : rm(N)\. Our calculation of the index of rm(/V) is a modification

of the method usually used in calculating the index of f (TV) in the modular group

(see, for instance, R. C. Gunning [2, p. 8]).

We begin by considering rm(\/m). Let \¡j be the natural homomorphism
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from Z to ZN, the integers mod N.  Then \}/ induces a homomorphism from

rm(VñT) onto

H= . ( V   ^X.ad-mbc^l {modN),a, b, c, dGzJ

such that Tm{y/m)/fm{N) 3 H.  To see that \¡i actually maps onto H, let M =

(^ 2- 6^" ) be in //".  Since ad - môc = 1 (mod N), there exists an integer k

such that ad - mbc - kN = 1. In particular, (mc, d,N)= 1. Thus there exists

an integer n such that (mc, d + n/V) = 1 ; and we may assume that {mc, d) = 1.

Now consider the matrix (£¥£ (&+-W>/7") where e and / are integers yet to be

determined. This matrix has determinant 1 + N{de - mcf 4- k). Since {mc, d) =

1, we may choose e and / so that mcf -de = k. Then, for this choice of e and

/, we have an element of Tm(y/m) which is mapped to M under \¡/.

Since we now have \G{y/m) : rm(/V)l = 2\H\, it remains to calculate the

order of H.  We note that a pair (c, d) of integers mod N determines a lower row

of an element in H if and only if {mc, d, N) = 1. It is then elementary to show

that for each such fixed pair (c, d) there are N incongruent pairs (a, b) of integers

mod N such that ad - mbc = 1 (mod A7). In other words, to each lower row in

H there correspond N distinct elements. Therefore, \H\ = N • X(/V) where X(iV) is

defined to be the number of incongruent pairs {c, d) of integers mod N with

{mc,d,N)= 1.

Since it is easily verified that X(/V) is multiplicative, that is, that \{NXN2) =

XCiV^XÍA^) for (A/j, A^) = 1, it now suffices to find X(pk), p prime. For p^m,

there are <fipk) = pk{l - lip) integers c mod pk with {mc, p) = 1. For each of

these, there are pk choices for d mod pk such that {mc, d, pk) = 1. This gives

p2k{l - lip) incongruent pairs. Also for pi=m, there are pk~J values for c

mod pk with {mc, p) = p. To each of these there correspond <p{pk) - pk{l - lip)

choices for d mod pk such that {mc, d, pk) = 1. This gives p2fc_1(l - 1/p)

additional incongruent pairs. Therefore, for pi=m, X(pk) = p2k{l - lip2).

Similarly, \{mk) - m2k{l - 1/m); and, finally,

l#l =

N3U(l-\) iî{N,m)=l,
p/N \       P  /

(l-Av3      II    (l-i)   if{N,m) = m.
V       m}       p/N;p*m \      P I

The proof of the theorem is now complete.

The index of the other principal congruence subgroups is easily derived

from Theorem 2.3.

Theorem 2.4. IfN + Ry/m is a nonunit, {N, Rm) = 1, then
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'6   when |/V2-äR2| = 2,

(2-2)       ¡Giy/hT: rmiN + tfvGDl =   W2 - R2m?        U        (l - 4r)

' otherwise.

IfR>\,

(2.3) |G(Vro) : rm(RVw)| = (w - 1)K3
P/R
n (-¿V
E;p#77i \       P J

Proof. Since |Tm0V + Ry/m) : rmi\N2 - R2m\)\ = 2, (2.2) Mows

immediately from Theorem 2.3. Also, since rm(2\Zro) = Tm(2), (2.3) needs

verifying only when R > 2; and, by Theorem 2.3, it suffices to prove that

(2-4) |rm(/î):rm(iîv^)| =
(m if (R, m) = m.

If m = 2 and R is odd, (2.4) is immediate since r2(R) = r2iRy/2). If to = 2

and /? is even, R > 2,

/R2-R + l   /cV2/2\

is in r2(rx) but not in r2(R\/2); and we claim that

r2iR) = r2(/<V2) u r2iRy/T) ■ v.

Since the two cosets are disjoint, we need only show that M = (  %- b^2~) in

T2iR) lies in one of them. Since 1 = ad - 2bc = ad (mod 2R), either a = d =

±1 (mod 2tf) or a = cf = R ±1 (mod 2Ä). In the first case, M E r2iRy/2); and

in the second case, MV~X E r2(/?\/2). The verification of (2.4) for to = 3 is

similar and is thus omitted.

2.3. Congruence characters.  A multiplier system u of degree -r for a sub-

group of Gi^/m) is again a map from the matrix group into the unit circle which

satisfies (1.2) and tj(-/) = (-iy. A multiplier system of even integral degree is

called a congruence character if its kernel is a congruence subgroup where T is a

congruence subgroup of level N if N is the smallest positive integer such that

T D rm(/V). M. I. Knopp [6] has determined all characters of even degree on the

full group G(Vro). It is easily verified that all 2to of these characters are identi-

cally one on rm(2w) and are thus congruence characters. For proper congruence

subgroups we have the following result.

Theorem 2.5. If T is a congruence subgroup of level N, N>\, then all

congruence characters on T are identically one on rm(R) where
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-I|24m2Ar2/(12, mAO   ifmN is even,

112m2N2l{l2, mN)   ifmN is odd,

and the number of such characters is |(r/rm(R))/(T/rOT(R))'|.

Proof.  Let y be a congruence character with kernel K.  Set H = K H

rm(/V). Since K D T', Tm{N)' CHC rm{N). Let /be the isomorphism from

rm{y/m) onto r0(m) = {Ç   ¿) e W c ~ °   (mod m)> defined °y

/((c £_  6,^r)) = (/m ^). Then fill) is a lattice congruence subgroup of

j\Tm{N)). Since/Trm(A0) is of level mN, by A. W. Mason's results [13] the

level of fiH) divides R.  Therefore, j\H) D T{R) and K D Tm(R). Since v was

arbitrary, all congruence characters on T are identically one on Tm{R); and,

as in the case of the modular group, the number of such characters is

|(r/rm(R))/(r/TM(R))'|.

3

3.1. A cusp form Fourier coefficient estimate using the circle method.  In

this final section we improve upon the Fourier coefficient estimate of § 1.5 and

simultaneously obtain a Fourier coefficient estimate for cusp forms on congruence

subgroups of G(y/2) and G{y/3). This is accomplished by modifying the classical

Kloosterman version of the circle method [5].

From this point on let m stand for 1, 2, or 3 so that the modular group,

G{y/2), and G(\/3~) may be collectively referred to as G{y/m) with principal con-

gruence subgroups rm(/V). For r real and T of finite index in G{y/m) with

-/ G T, F is in the space of cusp forms C°(T, -r, v) if F is analytic in ff; satisfies

F{Vz) = v{V){yz + 8JF{z) for all V = (* f) in T and z in H, and has expansions

of the form (3.1) at all parabolic points q of T. For T C r(l) it is well known

that q is a parabolic point if and only if a is rational (where <» = 1/0 is called

rational). The corresponding result for the Hecke groups is that q is a parabolic

point for T of finite index if and only if a = ay/mfb where a and b are integers.

(3.1) F{z) = oq{z)     Z     an{q)e{{n + Kq)Vqzf\q)
n+Kq>0

where

1(z - q)-r   if a < °°,

1 ifa = ~,

and Vq is any element of G{y/m) for which Vq{q) = °°. In particular, we set

V^ = /. \q is the smallest positive real number such that SXq E VqTV~x ; and

Kq is defined by viV~1SXq Vq) = e{Kq), 0<Kq <1. As the notation indicates,

an{q), X , and k_ are independent of the choice of Vq.
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As in §1 we restrict ourselves to multiplier systems u of half-integral degree

-r and write u = uxu", u = 4(-//2 - l~r/2J), with a fixed multipler system u2

of degree 1/2. For the modular group we again take u2 to be the multiplier sys-

tem for ij-1(z). For the Hecke groups G(\/2) and G(\/3) we take u2 to be the

multiplier system for t?(z, y/2)'/2 and tj(z, \/3),/l respectively.   An explicit ex-

pression for these multiplier systems is given by J. R. Smart in [25].

3.2. Preliminary lemmas.   The multiplier system u2 takes a particularly

simple form on certain principal congruence subgroups as seen in

Lemma 3.1.   Let N be a positive integer such that N = 0 (mod 24) when

m is 1 or 3 and N = 0 (mod 16) when m = 2. Then, for M = (c *    *) G TJN),

ic/d)t    ifM = I   (modAO,

Kc/d)*   ifM = -I   (modAO,

where

/Ç-\   = ( c V  i\sgnc- 1   sgnrf-1
\d)0     \\d\P    '     2~~        2

"+*- (?).-'■&).—•

As usual, ifx is a nonzero real number, then sgn x = x/|x|.

Since the computations are straightforward, the verification of the lemma is

omitted.

Lemma 32.   Let N be as in Lemma 3.1. Then u2iM~ 1SN'f™M) = 1 for

any M G G(\/m). In particular, na = 0 for any parabolic point of rm(/V).

Proof.  If M is even with lower row ic\fm, d), then by Lemma 3.1

v2(tf-xSPyTl!M) = i-c2Nm/il - dcNm))*. If M is odd with lower row (c, dy/m),

then u^M-'^^'M) = (-e2A7(l - dcNm))*. If c = 0, the result is immediate.

If c + 0, both of the preceding expressions are of the form (-k2«/(1 - sn))t,

k¥=0,n>0,n = 0 (mod 8). However,

i-k2n\      f -k2n\        l-sgn(l-ffl)    /    n_\

\l-m)+     \n-sn\)K    } 2 \W-sn\j

where nx is the largest odd integer dividing «; and the proof of the lemma is

complete.

In the circle method the cusp form expansions at parabolic points are not

u2iM) =
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used as given by (3.1) but rather in the equivalent formulation given in

Lemma 33. Let F be in C°(Tm{N), -r, v") where N is as in Lemma 3.1,

r is a half-integer, andu = 4(r/2 - l~r/2J). Then to each M = § ßs)E G{y/m)

there corresponds an expansion of F, valid for Im z > 0, of the following form:

F(Z) = {yz + sy   ? "„(me{nMz/Ny/hl).

In addition, ifM' = fy f) = M (mod AO with V = M'~XM = Q^L *), then

(3.2) an{M') m {c/d)%e{rk)an{M)

where k is the integer, independent ofz in H, defined by

k{M, M') = (l/27r)(arg(7Vz + 8') - argfrz + 8) + arg(c\/mz + d)).

Proof.   Given M = (^  f)E G{y/m) with y =£ 0, q = -8¡y is a finite para-

bolic point of Tm{N). Since M{q) = <*>, the expansion (3.1) of F at a becomes

1 °°
F(z) = {z+ 8/y)r   ? an{q)e{nMzlNy/m).

Note that nq = 0 by Lemma 3.2. Then, since (z + 5/7/ = 7~r(7z + 8)rK where

Kisi constant of absolute value one, independent ofz,

F(z) = {yz+sy ? i *ntoW*/**M'>

and a„(M) = Yan{q)lK. Similarly, if M G G{y/m) has 7 = 0, M = ±(0 '^);

and an{M) = (±l/e(-f//v>„(~)-

To prove (3.2) consider first the expansion

Hz) = (yz4.¿y   Z an{M')e{nM'zlNy/tn)-

Replacing z by Vz and using the equation F{Vz) = v2{V){cy/mz + d)rF{z), we

have

F(Z) = v»{V){csTm-z+dy{y'Vz + 8'y „f, ^M'HnMzlNy/m).

Since y'Vz+8' = {yz + 8)l{cy/mz + d),

m = {yz+8y   ? vlMei-rW.M'^jM'HMzfNy/hi).

By the uniqueness of the expansion, an{M') = v2{V)e{rk{M, M'))an{M). Since

V = I (mod AO, v^{V) = {c/d)% by Lemma 3.1 ; and the proof of (3.2) is com-

plete.
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Lemma 3.4.   Let M, M', V and kiM, M') be defined as in Lemma 3.3. If

y ± 0 and y = y, then kiM', V) = 0.

Proof.

2-nkiM, M') = aigiyVz + 5') - argfrz + 5) 4- zxgics/mz + d)

= arg(Fz + 5 '/y) - arg(z + 8/y) + zigiojmz + d).

Since Vz + b'/y and z + bly lie in H, —n + argicy/mz + d)< 2nkiM, M') <

n + aigicy/mz + d). Then, since 0 < aigiojmz + d) < it when c > 0 and -ir <

ugicy/mz +d)<0 when c < 0, kiM', M) = 0.

The last in this series of lemmas is used to reduce the problem of estimating

the Fourier coefficients of cusp forms on congruence subgroups to that of estimat-

ing the Fourier coefficients of cusp forms on the principal congruence subgroups.

Lemma 35.   Let r be a congruence subgroup with TmiN) C r. Let F G

C°(T,-r, u) have Fourier expansion at °°

(33) F(z)=    Z    akeiik + K)zf\).
k+K>0

Let

Fiz) =    Z     b„eiin + k>/AS/to)
72+k'X)

be the Fourier expansion at °°ofF considered as a cusp form on rmiN) where

k' is defined by uiSN^m) = e(K'), 0 < k' < 1. Then

ak   ifn = kt + fitfl,

0     otherwise,

where t = N\fmfk.

Proof.  Since rm(/V) C T, there does exist a positive integer t such that

SNsfm _ s\t    Then e(K>) = ^Xy = erKt) so ^ Kf m rrKij + K>    Using fbßK

facts in (3.3), we have

Fiz) = Z akeiikt + [Kt] + K)lNyJm).
kt+lKtl+K>0

(3.4) now follows from the uniqueness of the Fourier expansion.

3.3. The Fourier coefficient estimate.  The main result of this section is

contained in

Theorem 3.1. Let T be a congruence subgroup ofG(\/m) of levelN and

let FEC0(T,-r, v) have the Fourier expansion at °°

*00-    Z    aneiin + k)z/X).
n + K>0

(3.4) bn =
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If r is a positive half-integer, r > 1/2, and i>j & a congruence character where

v = Uj v2, then

(3.5) an = 0(nr/2-1/4/n3/2nff_i/2(ní + /cí))   asn-*<*>

where t = 24m2N2y/ml\{mN, 12).

Remarks.   1. By Theorems 1.1 and 2.5 only finitely many multiplier

systems of a fixed degree -r satisfy the conditions of Theorem 3.1. However,

(3.5) is valid for all multiplier systems of positive half-integral degree on T(l),

G{y/2), or G{yß).

2. When T = r^N), v = 1, and r is an even integer, (3.5) reduces to A. V.

Malyshev's estimate in [12]. This estimate has been improved recently by R. A.

Rankin [21] who has shown that if FG.C°(T(1), -r, 1), r an even integer, is an

eigenform, then

l«„K»,,2-1/V1/2(»).

However, P. Deligne's recent proof of the Ramanujan conjecture should now lead

to the estimate a„ = 0(nr/2-1/2+c).

3. The cusp forms rXz) and ij3(z) of degrees -1/2 and -3/2 respectively

both satisfy the conditions of Theorem 3.1. Since their expansions at °° are

rXz)=    Z   (-ir«3m + l)/2 + l/24)z)
m = — <*•

and

T)Hz) = Z (-l)m(2m + lyiimim + l)/2 + 1/8»,
m=0

the best exponent for n in (3.5) is //2 — 54 when r is half of an odd integer.

Proof.  The Kloosterman-Esterman version of the Hardy-Littlewood circle

method is used to prove (3.5). Since the details of this method are well known

(see [1], [5], [12], or [23]), only the modification necessary to handle cusp

forms on the Hecke groups and nontrivial multiplier systems of nonintegral degree

are emphasized.

Let N' = 24m2N2/{mN, 12). By Theorems 1.1 and 2.5, v = i% on r„,(/v"').

Also note that Af' satisfies the conditions of Lemma 3.1. By Lemma 3.5 it suf-

fices to prove c„ = 0{nr'2-xl4ln3/2no_x,2{n)) for F G C°{rm{N'), -r, vty

with Fourier expansion

(3-6) FXz) = Z cne{nz/N'y/hT).
n=l

From (3.6) it follows that
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1       rZQ+N'yfm

C" = WJm^h F(z)e(" «^ Vw) dz

for any fixed z0 in H- We take zQ = \fm~lip + 1) + it) where -q = y/m/n and

p = IV^I and then divide up the path of integration by means of the mediants

of the Farey sequence of order p multiplied by \fm.  This gives

vm q = 10<h<N'q

(3 7)
/-\fm/q(q+qx)      /. \

where c/j and c/2 are uniquely defined by qxh = -1 (mod q),p- q <qx <p,

and q2h = 1 (mod q),p-q<q2 < p. The sum on h and the integral in (3.7)

are now interchanged using the auxiliary function

,„  ,x      I1,  -V^/ifo + Í2) < 0 <y/m/qiq + qx),gp,qiO, h) = J
(0   otherwise,

which was first introduced by H. D. Kloosterman. This gives

where

¿(,)«0 = Z iM(«. h)e(jg)
0<h'<qN";(h',qN")=l*,m'(moANn) V q )

l< IT?)

with, for fixed /, 5 = (/, N'), I = 81', N' = 8N", and h = 8h'.

It is at this point that we use the fact that F is a cusp form. For each h

in the sum (3.8) we choose Mh E Giy/m) so that Mhih\/m)/q) = °° and then re-

place FQi\/m/q + 0 + irj) in (3.8) by the expansion of Lemma 3.3 corresponding

to Mh evaluated at z = h\fmfq + 6 + ir¡. If q = 0 (mod to), define Mh =

(cjm *f*>as foUows:

a = -S(5')2A",     ojm = q\fmfm,

.        .        .   /-    flrf-l      82j8')2h'h" -1    r-
d = -h,     b\/m=-7— = —^-v™,

v cy/m q

where 56' = 1 (mod q) with 0 < 5' < q, h'h" = 1 (mod qN") with 0 < /" <

qN", and, for A' # /', cW" < A" < 2qW". If q ? 0 (mod to), (?, to) = 1. Write

AT" = msN* where (TV*, to) = 1 and define Mh = (a^" d^_) by
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ay/m~=-8{8')2ms+x{my+xh'*y/m~,      c = q,

* I-      u r-      u    rnad-1     82{8')2{m'Y+xms+xmh'h'* -1
dy/m = -hy/m,     b =-=—v  ' v—l—-,

where tí* is uniquely determined by mh'h'* = 1 (mod qN*), 0 < /'* < qN* and,

for tí* I', qN* < h'* < 2qN*. Also, mm = 1 (mod a) with 0 < m < a.

Since Mn = M¡ (mod N1) whenever tí = /' (mod N"), the coefficients a^

and a^ in the expansions of F corresponding to M¡ and Mn respectively are re-

lated by

a<"> = {ClD)le{rk{Ml, Mn))af

v/heTeM-xM¡ = {c^  *). By Lemma 3.4, k{M¡, Mn) = 0. Also

i{l'/q'){h'/q')    when a = 0   (mod m),
(3 9) (c¡°)* = 1
1    ' lil'/q"){h'/q")   when a ^0   (mod m),

where a' is the largest odd integer dividing qfm and q" is the largest odd integer

dividing q.  The verification of (3.9) is left until the end of the proof of the the-

orem. For notational convenience set

P = p(q, ") =

1     if « is even,

a'    if« is odd and a = 0 (mod m),

a"   if a is odd and q $ 0 (mod m).

Then, for fixed /, whenever tí = /' (mod N"),

a^ = {l'lpXh'lp)af.

Now set co = 0 + it? and

!qfy/m   if a = 0 (mod m),

a if a ^ 0 (mod m).

Replacing FQiy/mfq + cj) in (3.8) by the corresponding series and using the fact

that gu>q{9) = 2qk=ibke{kh~x/q), where h~x is any integer such that hh~x s 1

(mod q), we have

^ = «h? %{^)av)e^lQ2^^)0<¿\Nn, ix, a; d, ft)

where, in A. V. Malyshev's notation,

o«\N", a, a; 6,h)= ¿ ***,("»• "Ko')2M + kNn8'; l', N"; qN")
k=l

with
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Í1 if q = 0 (mod to),

(to')s+1tos   ifq?0 (mod to).

Note that the generalized Kloosterman sums are introduced here.

It now remains to estimate o£'\ d^, and then cn. Since A. V. Malyshev

[12] has shown that

|A"f(x, y; j, L ; s)\ < y/s min j r(t^jA V(x, s), t( j-^j y/iy, s) j

and since 2^=1 \bk\ < lni4q), we have

Iff« I < lni4qWqlTy/Wrrh)TiqN''liqN'', «))

< A, Inmiqliq, /i))\%. n)sjq7

Here, and in what follows, A¡ denotes a constant independent of n. The estimates

from the classical version of the circle method now show that

|d«(0)| <A2nr/2lnnTiq/iq, n)yMn\Ñ

and then that

\cn \< A3n"2 - » l*ln3'2no_, /2(/i).

The proof is complete except for the verification of (3.9) which is given in

Lemma 3.6.   Forh = l (mod N') and M¿ lMx = Q, JL. * ),

,„, *       W)(W)    «T?sO   (mod to),

1    } \H'lq")ih'lq")    ifqïO   (mod to),

where q' and q" are the largest odd integers dividing qfm and q, respectively.

Proof.  If h = /, (3.9) is obvious. For h =£ I, when q = 0 (mod to) C =

-çF/to and fl = 1 + IE where E = 6(5')2(/t" - /"). When q Ï 0 (mod to), C =

-ffG and D = 1 + /mG where G = 5(5')2to,+ 1(to )Î+1(/V* - /'*). Because of

the choice of the residue class in which /", h", /'*, and tí* lie, E and G are posi-

tive integers. Also, since E = G = 0 (mod N1), E = G = 0 (mod 8). Therefore,

when £/ = 0 (mod to),

\d\= (îVffXïTjrf)= \T+W) = \~7~r
However, since 1+IE = l'h" (mod q'),

m-mxm-
Similarly, when q ^ 0 (mod to),
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(C\      (\ + lmG\ _ (l'mtí*\_(ï \(tí\
\p)r v~t~v - \ir)m {q"){7)-
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